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Downton Abbey: normally so attentive to historical detail..



seeing what the audience 
technology is deployed now to observe what the user of a 

website or the viewer of an image or publication is drawn to



facts & figures

• ‘lies, damned lies & statistics

• ‘facts’ as subject/object of communicative acts

• statistical data undermine / reinforce / reframe narratives + perceptions

• hence the pursuit of better (generally visual) presentation of statistics

• see, for instance, David McCandless The Visual Miscellaneum & his other major 
work Knowledge is Beautiful.



intervening conditions

• a range of factors impact on the degree of influence a message might have on 
the receiver

• as seen, audience perceptions of the sender’s intentionality & interests

• audience framing of the message: their cultural, experiential cognitive prisms 
through which they perceive the message & channels it takes

• audience activism re interacting with channel, interrogating the message itself 
at multiple levels of potential signification, reinterpretation & redeployment of 
the message for the re-sender’s own purposes



cognitive science

• across disciplines, cognitive science and related disciplines (brain science in 
general, behavioural studies) are having a large impact

• the physiological mechanisms of human perception and emotions are much 
better understood

• sub-disciplines such as behavioural economics are showing systematic 
perception biases, which qualify ‘rational choice’ models of individual action

• eg. prospect theory, framing effects, fairness norms, risk perception, 
endowment effects, ambiguity aversion & much more as studied by Daniel 
Kahneman, Amos Tversky, and others.



audience resistance
• in ‘designing’ communicative acts, we might seek to take advantage of the kinds 

of cognitive bias that are now well documented

• yet these bias also place limits on the freedom of communicative action 

• we might try to ‘nudge’ people to better behaviour (or behaviour that suits 
our interests - which is ethically more problematic)

• designed communications also show generally show strikingly little success 
in stimulating an audience to counter-intuitive acts, except under 
limited conditions

• yet such conditions are critical objects of study..

• eg. as they may shed light on the conditions under which people can be 
prompted to engage in evil or tragic acts
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reaction?





audience psychology

• communicative acts often, by (conscious or unconscious) design, seek to 
promote an emotional state in an audience

• emotions contain 4 core elements: physiological (bodily symptoms), 
motivational (action tendencies), expression, subjective experience 
(feelings about the emotional state).

• Some see ‘cognitive appraisal’ of one’s own emotions as an integral part 
of them, some researchers consider that to be independent.



message attributes
• resonance: at an (intended) emotional & or rational level with the target 

audience [the overarching outcome]

• timeliness: critical to achieving resonance

• resilience: the message should ‘stick’, & not be vulnerable to subversive recall 
or redeployment

• coherence: within the message stream, and across channels

• authenticity: should not be easily discounted 

• originality: does it have the distinctive signature of the sender; does it 
buttress a particular brand personality

• appropriateness: should be aligned with the ethical norms of the target 
audience and all other stakeholders



‘globalisation’ (yet again)

Are we converging on common values, and if not, is it 
because of barriers to mutual communication?



firewalls against influence

• Norris & Inglehart (2009): ‘firewalls’ that diminish the impact of 
‘cosmopolitan communications’ on foreign cultures, at 2 levels..

• individual level: social psychological learning processes, & limited resources 
and skills that constrain access to foreign cultures & communicative acts

• societal firewalls: internal barriers to information dissemination resulting 
from political controls, media business logics, infrastructure limitations etc

• with the consequence that diversity of cultures, values, and perceptions 
remains larger than much commentary on globalisation suggests



current campaign 
example: reactions?












